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MAXI MI Z ING YOUR
FINANCIAL LIMIT

HOME LOAN
ELIGIBILITY
Raj, 30

Sue, 35

Raj and Sue are a married couple who are planning their first residential
property in Singapore, and they're exploring all their options. They want to
know how much loan they qualify for if they were to buy an HDB, EC, or a
private condo.
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QUALIFYING FOR A
HOME LOAN
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TDSR

Fixed Income
60% of total income

Income Type
TDSR amount

HDB/EC

Property Type
Max. property monthly
debt obligation as part of
gross monthly income*

30%
(Half TDSR due to MSR)

Variable Income
(60% of total income) x 70%

Private
60%
(Full TSDR)

*MSR for variable income earners is calculated after the 70% haircut

Owner Occupied
No

Loan Type
Is TDSR applicable
when refinancing?
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Investment Property
Yes
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HOME LOAN
ELIGIBILITY
Sue,
35 years old

Raj,
30 years old
Gross Monthly Income
$4,000

Gross Monthly Income
$4,500

Funds Available
CPF: $60,000
Cash: $50,000
= $110,000

Funds Available
CPF: $100,000
Cash: $60,000
= $160,000

Monthly Expenditure
Credit Card: $1,000
Car Loans: $1,000
= $2,000

Monthly Expenditure
Credit Card: $1,000
Car Loans: $1,000
= $2,000

Property Type

HDB

Executive Condo
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Private Condo
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MAXIMIZING YOUR
LOAN ELIGIBILITY

01
02
03
04

Start buying property when
you're young
If you're younger than 35, you can qualify for the
maximum loan tenure of 30 years, and will be eligible to
get the most out of your home loan.

Get secondary sources of income
To up your gross income at least 3 months before applying for a
loan. You can quit your second job after the loan has been
approved.

Minimize your monthly debt obligations
Minimize your credit card expenditure months
before the loan application.
If you need a car/vehicle, buy it only after you
get your housing loan.
You can take on other loans AFTER applying for
your housing loan.

Opt to purchase a private condominium
If your income permits and you want to maximize the amount of loan
you can take, private condos are not bound by MSR (Mortgage
Servicing Ratio) unlike ECs and HDBs. Private condos are only bound
by TSDR (Total Debt Servicing Ratio) so you have a larger amount of
home loan to work around with.
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CREDIT SCORE
For at least 12 months before applying for a housing loan, you should make sure
your credit score is healthy.
You can obtain a credit report from Credit Bureau Singapore (CBS) that states
your credit score by requesting online. Once it's ready, collect it from any
SingPost branches, the Credit Bureau office at Shenton Way, CrimsonLogic
Service Bureaus or at CASE. It costs $6.42 (inclusive of GST).

WHY YOU NEED A HEALTHY CREDIT SCORE
If your credit score is too low, it would be very difficult for you to secure a bank
loan from many banks. And even if you're applying for an HDB concessionary
loan, HDB would refer to your CBS credit report if you’re not a full-time
employee with regular CPF contributions. This is how they'll assess your ability
to service your loan before they issue you the HDB loan eligibility letter (HLE).
Reports from the Credit Bureau show your track record in promptness of
payment over a 12-month period.
You can ‘erase’ a bad credit history, marked by late repayments and not
meeting minimum repayment sums, by making it a priority to pay your
monthly credit card and loan instalments on time for the next 12 months. This
will clean up the section of your credit report known as ‘Account Status History’.

Other tips to improve your credit score include:
Not applying for too many credit cards
Cancelling cards that you don’t use
Paying off credit card bills promptly and in full
Avoid applying for too many loans in a short
period of time
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HOME LOAN
ELIGIBILITY
So if Raj and Sue both get supplementary income by working part-time for three
months prior to applying for their home loan, they can each up their gross
monthly income by $1,000.
If they were to plan ahead and not take up any other loans and use credit cards
three months prior to getting their home loan, then this is what their home loan
eligibility would look like:

Sue,
35 years old

Raj,
30 years old
Gross Monthly Income
$5,000

Gross Monthly Income
$5,500

Funds Available
CPF: $60,000
Cash: $50,000
= $110,000

Funds Available
CPF: $100,000
Cash: $60,000
= $160,000

Monthly Expenditure
Credit Card: $0
Car Loans: $0
= $0

Monthly Expenditure
Credit Card: $0
Car Loans: $0
= $0

Property Type

HDB

Executive Condo
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Private Condo
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PLEDGING &
UNPLEDGING
Now, the Singapore government has re-iterated on more than a few occasions
that TDSR, as a policy measure to rein in excessive borrowings by citizens, is structural
and is here to stay for good, notwithstanding any of the cooling measures being lifted
later on at a more appropriate time.
How else can you increase your financial limit with TDSR in place?

Liquid Assets
Eligible
Financial Assets

Pledged

Unpledged

for at least 4 years

or pledged for under 4 years

0% haircut

70% haircut

Singapore dollars and
coins, including deposits

Other Financial
Assets

30% haircut

70% haircut

Listed company shares,
bonds, unit trusts
Gold

You don't necessarily have to take on supplemental jobs. You can also increase your
monthly gross income with your financial assets. We'll take a look at how much you can
increase this amount by, using a simple formula.
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PLEDGING &
UNPLEDGING
Pledged assets are cash deposits that have to be deposited in a
fixed deposit with the mortgage lender for the next 48 months
(usually dated from the start of your loan).
Monthly Gross Income
=
Derived from Assets

Asset Value
48

So if Raj and Sue have a combined monthly income of $10,500, and they pledge
$100,000 for 48 months, they will have $2083.33 added to their monthly gross income,
bringing the total sum up to $12,583.33.
What if they don't want to lock down their available cash in a fixed deposit?

Unpledged assets in the form of cash do not have to be placed with
the mortgage lender.
Monthly Gross Income
=
Derived from Assets

Asset Value
48

x

30%

With their combined monthly income of $10,500, Raj and Sue would rather not pledge
$100,000 for 48 months, so for unpledged assets, they will have $624.90 added to their
monthly gross income, bringing the total sum up to just $11,129.90.
If Raj and Sue have well-to-do parents who want to help them with an extra $500,000
they have saved in the bank, but are reluctant in locking down their cash in a fixed
deposit, then they can just transfer the sum to Raj and Sue, to show the mortgage lender
the funds in a presentation of the unpledged amount. After which, Raj and Sue can just
return the money.
For example, $500,000 in unpledged assets can add $3,124.99 to their monthly gross
income.
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PLEDGING &
UNPLEDGING
So if Raj and Sue have a combined monthly income of $10,500, and
they have unpledged assets of $100,000 on top of $500,000 from their
parents, then they would have $3,750 added to their monthly gross
income, and the total sum would come up to $14,250.
Their maximum eligibility for a bank loan would be:
Property Type

HDB

Executive Condo

Private Condo

However, not all banks accept asset pledging. Some banks still prefer the classic way of
property financing with down payments and income. While the asset pledging approach is
in line with MAS guidelines, doing so is actually more conservative.
Another consideration is the timing of when you're expected to show or pledge your
assets. Almost all banks will want a show of the assets at the point of application. This
will cause some discomfort for those who are selling their properties, and using the sales
proceeds to pledge and purchase the next property.
Unless you can produce separate assets, application of a loan might not be approved if
the funds from the sales proceeds are not with you yet - this applies to in-principle
approval too. Pledging will take place during the acceptance of the loan.
Contact me for more personalised advice.
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EQUITY LOAN

GEARING UP
For those who wish to keep their existing home and do not have excess cash to buy another, an alternative
is to "gear up" by taking out an equity term loan to invest in another property.
Such an option is only available for people who own a private property, one that has risen in value.
Consider this scenario: Your condominium is worth $750,000 and you have a mortgage of $250,000. In
addition, you have saved $100,000."
You would have the option of paying down your loan with your $100,000 of savings so that you have peace
of mind with your smaller outstanding loan, or to take out an equity term loan of $250,000 on your current
loan. By 'cashing out' an additional $250,000, you would have $350,000 of cash to invest in another
property," says Ms Wong.
She emphasises that this method is not suitable for everyone and advises getting an impartial financial
assessment by a qualified third party. The homeowner would have to pay ABSD and can only borrow up to
50 per cent for the second property.
The age of the borrower is another factor to consider.
"It will be quite challenging for those in their late 40s because loan tenure will be much shorter, unless the
person has a lot of CPF (Central Provident Fund) to leverage on," says Ms Wong.
Selecting a suitable mortgage that offers a combination of stability and flexibility with interest rates rising is
equally important, said Mr Dennis Khoo, UOB's head of personal financial services (Singapore).
When applying for a mortgage, property buyers will also need to take note that their TDSR cannot exceed
60 per cent and Mortgage Servicing Ratio is capped at 30 per cent of their monthly income.
Mr Khoo adds: "For investors in their 20s to 40s, it is important to understand that by having a long-term
investment horizon and investing as early as possible, it can help them smooth out the impact of volatility
on investment holdings and manage their market risks.
"The first step for investors is always to understand their risk appetite and financial goals, then adopt an
investment strategy they are comfortable with."
Source: https://www.straitstimes.com/business/invest/so-you-want-to-buy-a-second-property
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EQUITY LOAN
Equity loan is a common way of borrowing a large sum of money at favourable rates by
using your private home (or at least the portion you've already paid up) as collateral.

This is Mrs Lee,
58 years old.

Mrs Lee is my long-time client who became my friend. She is semi-retired and owns a
private condominium that she's been living in for over 10 years. Their children have
grown up, gotten married, and are now looking to buy homes of their own. She wants to
help her children out financially, but she doesn't have enough cash on hand. So quite
reluctantly, they came to me to discuss how she could sell her home.
I noted that her home held significant sentimental value to them. She bought it with her
late husband - it's a home their kids had grown up in. She had friends in the
neighbourhood, so she was sad that she had to sell it. Instead of encouraging her to sell
her home, I advised her to take on an equity loan.
If your property has increased in value over time, a home equity loan may
be the best way to borrow some money at a low interest rate.
The value of your property is reassessed at the present day and if there's a sufficient
increase in value from when it was first, you can loan a portion of that increase in value
on top of your existing loan.
This can be done even if you haven’t fully paid off your home loan. In effect, you are
borrowing from the portion of your property that is fully paid. This is known as cash out
refinancing, or mortgage equity withdrawal loans.
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EQUITY LOAN
In Singapore, you have to own a private property in order to be eligible for a
home equity loan.

Mrs Lee had the value of
her property re-assessed.
It now has the value of

$1.25 million

She has an
outstanding home loan of

$250,000
She's also used

$600,000
of her CPF for the purchase
of this property so far.

How much can Mrs Lee borrow?
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EQUITY LOAN

Mrs Lee can borrow $150,000.
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EQUITY LOAN
Low interest rates?
An equity loan allows you to borrow a very large sum of money at such a low
interest rate, because the consequences of not repaying the loan are high – you
may lose your home.
If you miss repayments, the bank may initiate foreclosure, meaning they have
the right to seize your property and sell it in an auction to recover their losses.
For these reasons, taking on an equity loan should be treated very seriously.

Some things to note:

Contact me for a detailed calculation of your financial needs.
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TENANCY-IN-COMMON
INVESTMENT
Single with insufficient funds?
One potential strategy is to jointly invest with another single
friend.
You can combine your cash and Central Provident Fund (CPF)
savings to start investing immediately, instead of waiting several
years to accumulate more savings while facing the prospect of a
shorter loan tenure.
The issue with co-investing is that if either party were to get married, they
would not be able to apply for a Build-To-Order flat or executive condominium
unit, unless they dispose of their investment property at least 30 months
beforehand.
If they were to buy a private property as a matrimonial home, they would have
to set aside half of the basic retirement sum ($83,000 at the time of writing) in
their CPF Ordinary and Special Accounts before the excess savings can be
utilised, and will not qualify for an 80 percent mortgage loan if they have an
outstanding loan. They will also be liable for Additional Buyer Stamp Duty.
This strategy only works for close friends as you will need their consent to sell
the property in future. Moreover, if you intend to settle down within the next
three years and must dispose of the investment property, you will need to pay
Seller Stamp Duty, so tread carefully.

SUMMARY
We recommend that you sell off your property within 5 years.
Which are the properties that you can see significant growth in
after 5 years? Contact us for professional advice.
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ANALYSIS
SUMMARY
Maximize your home loan eligibility

Get a healthy credit score

Pledging assets

Equity Loan

Tenancy-in-common investment

These are the few ways in which you can maximize your financial limit.
Contact me now for more information and professional advice on acquiring
the best loan for your housing investment needs.
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Disclaimer
Huttons Asia Pte Ltd collects and collates public information from sources that include
user input, real estate professionals, retail business, and government agencies that
include URA, SLA, Singapore, Statistics, etc. We do not alter or manipulate the accuracy
of that data when it conducts analysis or presents information in its services. To the best
of our knowledge, the raw data and analytical output are accurate, but no decision should
be made solely on these numbers. Property investments are subject to risks, including
possible loss of principal amount invested. The value of properties may fall or rise. Past
performance or any prediction or forecast is not necessarily indicative of future
performance.
Services rendered by Huttons Asia Pte Ltd do not constitute and shall not be construed
as constituting investment advice or recommendations and are prepared without regard
to the specific objectives, financial situations or needs of any particular person who may
receive or use the services or site. Investors should study all relevant information and
consider whether the investment is appropriate for them. You should seek the advice of
your financial, property, and legal advisors before purchasing, renting, or selling property.
If you are using information from Huttons Asia Pte Ltd to make decisions regarding the
purchase of goods or services from a retail business marketing on www.huttonsasia.com
or www.rtdhuttons.com, you should thoroughly consider all options or alternatives. Your
purchase and investment decisions are solely your responsibility.
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